
L@@K WILLOWBROOK ATOMIC
Price: £450.00   (excl VAT)
Sire: Willowbrook Legacy
Dam: Willowbrook Tudor Rose
Type: Young Male (Intact)
Breed Type: Huacaya
Colour: White (Solid Colour)
Registered With: Registered with the B.A.S.
Registration Number: BNBAS15632
Ear Tag: WBRBASUK136
Microchip: 977200010067249
Blood Lineage: Snowmass/Australian/Diplomat
Date of Birth: 18th August 2021

L@@K WILLOWBROOK ATOMIC

White (Solid Colour) - Huacaya

Willowbrook Legacy

(Dark Fawn (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

Willowbrook Tudor Rose

(Light Brown (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

SNOWMASS SIZLIN HOT (BROWN)

WILLOWBROOK MIMI (BLACK)

VALLEY ALPACAS THE DIPLOMAT (WHITE)

WILLOWBROOK CHOCOLATE (BROWN)

5PERUVIAN RED HOT (MID BROWN)

SNOWMASS GOLDEN SERENITY (MID

FAWN)

EP CAMBRIDGE BUCKINGHAM (WHITE)

DEAN TOSCA (MID BROWN)

CANCHONES DISCOVERY OF

CAMBRIDGE (BLACK)

COLLABEAR CLEOPATRA (MID FAWN)

EP CAMBRIDGE SAMSON (WHITE)

EP CAMBRIDGE ARIA (WHITE)

Description: 

Willowbrook Atomic is a sweet natured, young intact huacaya male who will be three this year. Sired by WB Legacy, a
stunning fawn son of the legendary Snowmass Sizlin Hot, he has highly regarded genetics on both sides of his pedigree.
As the photograph demonstrates, he is very handsome, with a balanced frame and attractive head type. Phenotypically,
WB Atomic is true to type, with a strong bone structure, correct conformation and bite.

His fleece is solid white in colour, strikingly bright and very dense, with a well-defined crimp and staple, so could be
made into some luxurious garments! Atomic is being sold as a non-breeding male, and has been halter trained for ease
of care and owner enjoyment.

Atomic would be ideal for someone with an interest in spinning, knitting or felting, as his high quality fleece is ideal for
processing, or as a flock guardian for sheep or chickens; alpacas have an inherent dislike of foxes!

We would prefer to sell Atomic with his established herd mates, Touchdown (solid light brown), and Gold Nugget (solid
mid fawn), as alpacas are herd animals and should not be kept on their own. A discount package is available with the
purchase of all three high quality males (please refer to the other listings from Willowbrook Alpacas).



Contact Hannah on 07514 672147

Willowbrook Atomic - January 2024


